Clinical translation of gene medicine.
Gene therapy has recently witnessed accelerated progress as a new therapeutic strategy with the potential to treat a range of inherited and acquired diseases. Billions of dollars have been invested in basic and clinical research on gene medicine, with ongoing clinical trials focused on cancer, monogenic diseases, cardiovascular diseases and other refractory diseases. Advances addressing the inherent challenges of gene therapy, particularly those related to retaining the delivery efficacy and minimizing unwanted immune responses, provide the basis for the widespread clinical application of gene medicine. Several types of genes delivered by viral or non-viral delivery vectors have demonstrated encouraging results in both animals and humans. As augmented by clinical indications, gene medicine techniques have rapidly become a promising alternative to conventional therapeutic strategies because of their better clinical benefit and lower toxicities. Their application in the clinic has been extensive as a result of the approval of many gene therapy drugs in recent years. In this review, we provide a comprehensive overview of the clinical translation of gene medicine, focusing on the key events and latest progress made regarding clinical gene therapy products. We also discuss the gene types and non-viral materials with respect to developing gene therapeutics in clinical trials.